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To begin with...
Economics is a fairly conservative
research field
Till mid of XXth century, knowledge as
input factor was ignored
Another almost half a century knowledge
was „flying in the air“
Over the last 20 years the topic helped to explain many puzzles
• Silicon Valley vs Route 128
• wage inequality
• consumer decisions

Irrespective whether you like it or not, networks matter!
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Scientists...
...like to work independently

Have you ever asked yourself?
where to submit?
how to get funding?

network=net worth

?

where to apply (if quitting academia)

One needs to ask and give to make „link“ between two partners beneficial

Interpersonal skills are more valuable (rare) than STEM skills (TIME, 2013)
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Many ‚hints‘ but no unique solution
1.

Trading value
•

appeal to self-interest:
•
•
•
•
•

•

2.

professional praise of what has been done, not
personality

Politeness & mimics
•

3.

(recombination of existing knowledge)
new ideas
feedback on paper
referee report
share experience
help to his or her student

adopt your fellow‘s style

Follow up & stay confident
•
•

proceed in small doses
wanting≠needing
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Digital world & Big Data
Also scientists go online!
•
•
•

8m in ResearchGate
30m in Academia.edu and Mendeley
Twitter/LinkedIn/Facebook are MUCH larger

While some people still consider it as a waste of time...
Others demonstrate examples of collaboration and fruitful discussions
One just has to learn how to use them
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Networking happens online everyday!
Huge daily audience
Access to articles
•
•
•

14m uploaded to ResearchGate
#icanhazpdf in Twitter
raw data sets

Form a visible profile

Track who is interested in xxx research

Source: plosbiology.org

Highly tweeted articles are 11x more cited + spikes in article downloads

Faster access to critical information
•
•
•
•

special issues
conferences
job openings
teaching materials
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Results of the nature survey (2014)
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What to choose?
Platform

In favor

Against

• Largest social network
• „group“ &“page“ options

• Frequent changes in the layout
• Privacy

• Full online CV with links/full papers
• „group“ and „question“ options
• Job advertisements

• Still limited audience
• Narrow focus

LinkedIn

• Full online CV
• „group“ options
• Job advertisements

• No (free) upload option
• Contact with someone you know

Twitter

• Flexibility in joining discussions
• The most up-to-date news source
• Time effort Once you get used to it

• Posts quickly get outdated/archieve
not accessible
• Short content only

• Longevity + access through search
engines
• Long/serious content

• Time effort
• Extra platform for advertising

Facebook
ResearchGate/
Mendeley/etc

Blog
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„Consistent use of fewer tools better than spreading yourself
too thin across too many“
Start from research profile and identify people with similar interests

Having a topic to discuss, try a blog (also as a visiting blogger)
Approx. 70% of bloggers use Twitter as a complementary outlet

Engage with your audience (simple language, ask & respond questions)
As some still don‘t use social networks, one shall not abandon emails & Face2Face
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Not only size, but structure matters
Maintaining every link is costly!
Members of closed interconnected group - subject for marketing influence

=> „majority illusion“ (exposure to get manipulated)
Avoid staying within ONLY one cluster
• PhD students at FSU
• members of a single scientific society
• subscribers by one news media resource

Instead, diversify your network
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Closeness
Number of ‘degrees’ between any two
network members

owners

Least effort/time to reach someone
In 1967 Stan Milgram found the world
having 6 degrees of separation

In 2016, among Facebook users it
reached <4
https://research.facebook.com/blog/th
ree-and-a-half-degrees-of-separation/
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Betweenness
Number of times one element of the
network lies on the shortest path between
any other pair of elements
Value of ‚clique-spanning‘ ties
•

Access to different types of information

•

Insurance against surprises

•

Brokerage

Being ‚central‘ is good ….
… unless we talk about disease propagation network
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To sum up....Networking

Is a costly process (to give in order to get)
Takes time to form certain links/offer sufficient value (success breeds success)
Is strategic (be close to different people & mediate knowledge flows)
Pays off helping you in almost every aspect of your work
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A concluding remark
One has to incorporate networking in
ones’ daily routine...
... Or even to make it a fundamental part
of your job

Do you know this man?
In 1971 Klaus Schwab was a 32-year-old business professor, who
“might have spent his life publishing obscure academic articles”

Instead, he organized a meeting of European executives …
…which grew into World Economic Forum with a budget of $200m, and
CEOs of the biggest firms paying to rub shoulders with him
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Questions?

Q&

A

Also via ivan.savin@kit.edu
The presentation & literature/references will be available online!
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Sources:
1. Baron N (2010) Escape from the ivory tower: A guide to making your science matter.
Washington, DC: Island Press

2. Collection of links for scientists interested in pursuing a social media presence by
Oregon State University http://superfund.oregonstate.edu/apha-roundtablecommunication-strategies
3. COMPASS (http://www.compassonline.org) can be called in to offer social media
training workshops for scientists
4. and MANY others
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